after six years of squabbling, the EU member states formally implemented a directive that allows the cultivation of GM cropsalbeit with the toughest environmental and health safeguards in the world. The directive, in turn, is implemented through the European Food Safety Authority, which relies on scientific experts to assess whether a crop should be approved for cultivation.
In most other scientific or technical matters -approving a new medical device, say, or authorizing a new toxicity test -the experts' assessment is rubber-stamped by the appropriate regulatory committee. In effect, science has the final say. But that is not the case for GM crops. Four EU member states, Austria, Hungary, Greece and France, have now compiled new scientific evidence showing -or so they claim -that MON801 can endanger the environment. The European Food Safety Authority disagrees. And the EU regulatory committee is deadlocked on what to do about it.
Thus the involvement of the environment ministers. However, insiders are anticipating that they, too, will be politically deadlocked -even though, according to the directive, the scientific advice should determine the outcome. The decision will therefore have to be made by the commission, which is obliged to follow the scientists' advice and vote in favour of continued cultivation. But, being composed of unelected officials, it will undoubtedly be accused of anti-democratic action if it does.
The whole problem might be solved if countries opposed to GM crops could simply opt out of the legislation. But that would violate a core philosophy of the EU, which is the free movement of goods and people between all countries. Tinkering with the existing law is no solution, either: GM crops currently have too little support in Europe for any form of legislation to be robust.
So the only other option is to wait: let the current stalemate continue until the public opposition to GM crops begins to fade. In some European countries, GM crops have brought agricultural benefits and public opposition is relatively light. And surveys suggest that the European public is slowly starting to accept the idea. GM crops, as far as science can tell, are not harmful, and if, as is to be expected, Europe's consumers can benefit from cheaper, better food, or can be convinced of broader benefits amid a global food crisis, then opposition will decline. Ultimately, the onus is on manufacturers to deliver the products that will help to shift that political deadlock. 
It's good to blog
More researchers should engage with the blogosphere, including authors of papers in press. I s blogging a part of science, journalism or public discourse? In fact it may be all of these -an ambiguity that can sometimes leave scientists feeling uncertain about the rules of the game. Imagine, for example, a case in which Nature's blog The Great Beyond highlights new scientific results presented at a conference on climate. That blog entry then stimulates an online debate, with climate sceptics interpreting the results their way, and others firing off rebuttals. Imagine also that the work is described in a paper that had been accepted, but not published, by Nature. The authors of the paper want to enter the fray, but feel inhibited from doing so because of the embargo imposed by Nature and many other journals on communication by authors to the media ahead of publication. And why was Nature blogging their work anyway, ahead of its publication?
This scenario highlights a need for clarification about Nature publications' procedures, and about how embargoes apply to blogs. It also highlights more generally the potential importance of scientists engaging in the blogosphere.
All Nature journals maintain confidentiality about submitted papers, so that only the editors directly responsible for those papers know about them. Other staff -including the various publications' journalists -are usually informed about a paper only once it has been accepted, and with the proviso that they do not disseminate any information about it to external contacts or readers. Likewise, we ask that authors refrain from actively promoting their work to the media and public ahead of its publication. This embargo policy rests on the principle that scientists' and the public's best interests are served by press coverage of work that has been peer reviewed, and is available for others to see for themselves.
At the same time, however, our cardinal rule has always been to promote scientific communication. We have therefore never sought to prevent scientists from presenting their work at conferences, or from depositing first drafts of submitted papers on preprint servers. So if Nature journalists or those from any other publication should hear results presented at a meeting, or find them on a preprint server, the findings are fair game for coverage -even if that coverage is ahead of the paper's publication. This is not considered a breaking of Nature's embargo. Nor is it a violation if scientists respond to journalists' queries in ensuring that the facts are correct -so long as they don't actively promote media coverage.
The blogosphere differs from mass media and specialized media in many respects, but the same considerations apply in disseminating new scientific results there. Authors of papers in press have the right to correct misrepresentations and to point to results that will appear in a paper. But a full discussion should await the paper's publication.
Indeed, researchers would do well to blog more than they do. The experience of journals such as Cell and PLoS ONE, which allow people to comment on papers online, suggests that researchers are very reluctant to engage in such forums. But the blogosphere tends to be less inhibited, and technical discussions there seem likely to increase.
Moreover, there are societal debates that have much to gain from the uncensored voices of researchers. A good blogging website consumes much of the spare time of the one or several fully committed scientists that write and moderate it. But it can make a difference to the quality and integrity of public discussion. 
